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Foreword 

The SJ300 triplex is a reciprocating, positive displacement and horizontal 

single-acting pump with maximum 265kw (350hp) horsepower and various 

plunger sizes from 3 3/4’’ through 5’’ diameter. It is used for oil well operation 

intermittently, such as cementing, acid treatment, fracturing, and pumping 

water, etc.  

 

In order to ensure the normal working and long service life of the pump, and 

avoid the serious consequence due to the wrong operation, operators should 

read this manual carefully and get familiar with its structures and operating 

requirements prior to operation. 
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Section I. Pump structures and technical parameters 

I. SJ300 pump structures 

The SJ300 triplex is a reciprocating, positive displacement and horizontal 

single-acting pump. It is used for oil well operation intermittently, such as 

cementing, acid treatment, fracturing, and pumping water, etc.  

The pump mainly consists of PG05 power end, TH06 (TL06，TM06，TG06) fluid 

end, stuffing box, etc. There are four dimensions for fluid end which are 5”, 4－

1/2”, 4”, 3－3/4” so as to form the plunger pump assembly with different 

displacements and pressures. The external view of SJ300 plunger pump is: 

 
The power end assembly is designed for reducing speed, and changing the 

rotating movement into reciprocation line movement of plunger. It converts the 

energy of engine and transmission to the fluid end. The input of power can be 

converted on left and right so as to meet the different installation requirements. 

Figure 1 and figure 2 are the structures of PG05 power end and TH06 fluid end. 

The part number, description, and quantity of main parts are attached so as to 

bring convenience for repairing, maintaining, and ordering spare parts. 
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ITEM NO. PART NO. DESCRIPTION QTY

 G04010000009AA
PG05A POWER END OF SJ300 

PUMP 
 

1 G04011100005AA AIR EXHAUST PLUG 1 

2 P1300309AA TAPER THREAD FITTING BODY 1 

3 G04010200008AA SIGHT HOLE ASSEMBLY 1 

4 P1000323AA SEAL SHIM 1 

5 P2200455AA BOLT 3/8"x3/4" 16 

6 P1000326AA FLAT WASHER 3/8" 16 

7 G04010200007AA PUMP HOUSING 1 

8 G04011400001AA SJ NAMEPLATE SEAT 1 

9 P2200451AA STUD BOLT 26 

10 P1200342AA NUT 1/2" 26 

11 P1000325AA FLAT WASHER 1/2" 66 

12 5300250024 OIL SEAL 2 

13 P1700036AA LINER 2 

14 P0200317AA 
CONNECTION FLANGE, MAIN 

SHAFT 
2 

15 P2200456AA BOLT 3/8"x1" 8 

16 P1400072AA LINER, CONNECTION ROD 3 

17 G04010500005AA MAIN SHAFT ASSEMBLY 1 

18 P2200453AA BOLT 1/2"x1 1/2" 20 

19 P0000170AA LUBRICATION COVER 2 

20 P1000319AA SHIM, PINION 2 

21 P5400036AA KEY, PINION 2 

22 P0000167AA 
END COVER, BEARING OF 

PINION SHAFT 
1 

23 4500100121 BEARING (32315H) 2 
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24 P1700035AA 
LINER, END COVER OF 

BEARING 
2 

25 P3000016AA 
PINION(RIGHT-HAND 

ROTATION) 
1 

26 P1000066AA INNER WASHER, PINION 2 

27 4500100304 BEARING, ROLLER 2 

28 P2200452AA SET SCREW, CROSS HEAD PIN 6 

29 P2000080AA PIN 3 

30 P4400018AA CROSS 3 

31 P1700043AA DUST RING 3 

32 P3000010AA 
PINION （ LEFT-HANDED 

ROTATION） 
1 

33 P0000169AA 
END COVER, BEARING, PINION 

SHAFT 
1 

34 P6200267AA WASHER 2 

35 P1200341AA LOCK NUT 2 

36 5300250026 OIL SEAL 2 

37 P1300310AA PIPE PLUG 1/4" 2 

38 P2400266AA PINION SHAFT 1 

39 P2300050AA BUSHING NPT1 1/4xRp3/8 1 

40 P1300162AA PIPE FITTING 1 

41 P4100044AA Rc3/8 ELBOW 1 

42 5300250025 OIL SEAL 6 

43 P1300163AA R3/8 PIPE FITTING 1 

44 G04011300001AA OIL STICK 1 

45 P2200454AA BOLT 1/2"x1 1/4" 12 

46 P1700279AA SEAL SEAT 3 

47 P6200260AA SEAL SHIM 3 
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48 P2200443AA COUNTERSUNK HEAD SCREW 4 

49 P2200448AA PIPE PLUG NPT3/4 4 

50 P2200449AA PIPE PLUG 1 1/4" 1 

51 P2200450AA PIPE PLUG 1 1/2" 2 

52 G04010100006AA HOUSING ASSEMBLY 1 

53 G04010700005AA COMBINED CONNECTION ROD 3 

54 P6200253AA 
LINER, COVER, PUMP 

HOUSING 
2 

55 P6301865AA SJ NAMEPLATE 1 
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ITEM NO. DRAWING NO. DESCRIPTION QTY.

 G04050000008AA
FLUID END ASSEMBLY OF 

SJ300 PUMP 
 

1 P2300151AA PLUNGER 3 

2 P1300079AA GLAND, SEAL 3 

3 P8200182AA CYLINDER BLOCK 1 

4 G04050500006AA
LEAKPROOF PACKING SEAL 

ASSEMBLY 
3 

5 P1700048AA O SEALING RING 6 

6 P1700049AA SUPPORTING RING 12 

7 P7100887AA 
SPRING SEAT, DISCHARGING 

VALVE 
3 

8 P2200458AA ALLEN BOLT 12 

9 P1000069AA BASE PLATE 6 

10 P0100056AA 6" THREAD GLAND 6 

11 P2200457AA CAPSCREW, SOCKET HEAD 6 

12 P9000018AA 
SPRING, DISCHARGING 

VALVE 
3 

13 P4000008AA 
DISCHARGING VALVE 

ASSEMBLY 
6 

14 P1700050AA SEALING RING, VALVE 6 

15 P1100101AA VALVE SEAT 6 

16 P1700051AA O SEALING RING 6 

17 P2000991AA PLUG 3 

18 P9000019AA SPRING, SUCTION VALVE 3 

19 P1700079AA SEALING GLAND 2 

20 P1700078AA O RING 4 

21 P1100191AA SUPPORTING RING 4 
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22 K4136001AA 
FEMALE UNION, 

DISCHARGING PORT 
2 

23 P0200316AA DISCHARGING FLANGE 2 
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ITEM NO. PART NO. DESCRIPTION QTY.

 G04010500005AA
MAIN SHAFT ASSEMBLY OF 

PG05 POWER END 
 

1 P3000015AA 
BULL GEAR (RIGHT-HAND 

ROTATION) 
1 

2 4500100302 BEARING 2 

3 P1700040AA THRUST BEARING SEGMENT 2 

4 4500100303 BEARING 4 

5 P4200001AA 
TWO SIDES ECCENTRIC 

WHEEL 
2 

6 P5400034AA KEY, ECCENTRIC WHEEL 6 

7 P2400267AA SHAFT 1 

8 P4200002AA MIDDLE ECCENTRIC WHEEL 1 

9 P1400070AA SPACER 6 

10 P5400035AA KEY, DRIVING GEAR 2 

11 P1700041AA 
INNER AND OUTER WASHER, 

THRUST BEARING 
2 

12 P3000014AA 
BULL GEAR (LEFT-HANDED 

ROTATION) 
1 
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ITEM NO. PART NO. DESCRIPTION QTY 

 G04050500006AA
LEAK-PROOF PACKING 

SEAL ASSEMBLY 
 

1 P1400159AA SEALING RING 5" 1 

2 P1700158AA SEALING RING 5" 1 

3 P1700159AA O RING 1 

4 P1700160AA O RING 1 

5 P1400160AA GUIDING RING 5" 1 

6 P1400161AA 
PRESSURE DISC, PACKING 

5" 
1 

7 P1700161AA TEXITILE PACKING 5" 2 

8 P1700162AA PACKING 5" 1 

9 P1400162AA PACKING SEAT RING 5" 1 
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ITEM NO. DRAWING NO. DESCRIPTION QTY 

 G04050000061AA
TL06 FLUID END OF 

PUMP ASSEMBLY (4.5'') 
 

1 P2300147AA PLUNGER 3 

2 P0000137AA GLAND, SEAL 3 

3 P1400671AA LINER, SEAL 3 

4 P1101472AA GUIDING SLEEVE 3 

5 P1100450AA PRESS RING, PACKING 3 

6 P1700214AA 
4 1/2"V TYPE SEALING 

RING 
12 

7 P1700215AA 
4 1/2"V TYPE SEALING 

RING 
12 

8 P1100451AA PACKING SEAT RING 3 

9 P8200186AA CYLINDER BLOCK 1 

10 P0100056AA 6" THREAD GLAND 5 

11 P7100887AA 
SPRING SEAT, 

DISCHARGING VALVE 
2 

12 P1000069AA BASE PLATE 5 

13 P2200458AA 
CAPSCREW, SOCKET 

HEAD 
10 

14 P2200457AA 
CAPSCREW, SOCKET 

HEAD 
5 

15 P1400076AA SNAP RING (SLEEVE) 1 

16 5402650075 SNAP SPRING 1 

17 P1400077AA CLAMP 1 

18 P0100057AA 
GLAND, PRESSURE 

TESTING FITTING 
1 

19 P4100048AA PRESSURE TESTING 1 
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FITTING 

20 P1700048AA O SEALING RING 6 

21 P1700049AA SUPPORTING RING 12 

22 P9000018AA 
SPRING, DISCHARGING 

VALVE 
3 

23 P4000008AA VALVE BODY 6 

24 P1700050AA SEALING RING, VALVE 6 

25 P1100101AA VALVE SEAT 6 

26 P2000991AA PLUG 3 

27 P9000019AA 
SPRING, SUCTION 

VALVE 
3 

28 P1700051AA O SEALING RING 6 

29 P1700079AA SEALING SLEEVE 2 

30 P1700078AA O RING 4 

31 P1100191AA SUPPORTING RING 4 

32 K4136001AA 
FEMALE UNION, 

DISCHARGING PORT 
2 

33 P0201228AA DISCHARGING FLANGE 2 
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ITEM NO. DRAWING NO. DESCRIPTION QTY. 

 G04050000058AA
4'' FLUID END ASSEMBLY 

OF SJ300 PUMP 
 

1 P2300146AA PLUNGER 3 

2 P0100432AA GLAND, SEAL 3 

3 P1400741AA LINER, SEAL 3 

4 P1101646AA GUIDING SLEEVE 3 

5 P1101648AA PRESS RING, PACKING 3 

6 P1700776AA 4"V TYPE SEALING RING 12 

7 P1700775AA 4"V TYPE SEALING RING 12 

8 P1101647AA PACKING SEAT RING 3 

9 P8200185AA CYLINDER BLOCK 1 

10 P1700051AA O SEALING RING 6 

11 P0100056AA 6" THREAD GLAND 6 

12 P7100887AA 
SPRING SEAT, 

DISCHARGING VALVE 
3 

13 P1000069AA BASE PLATE 6 

14 P2200458AA 
CAPSCREW, SOCKET 

HEAD 
12 

15 P2200457AA 
CAPSCREW, SOCKET 

HEAD 
6 

16 P1700048AA O SEALING RING 6 

17 P1700049AA SUPPORTING RING 12 

18 P9000018AA 
SPRING, DISCHARGING 

VALVE 
3 

19 P4000008AA 
DISCHARGING VALVE 

BODY 
6 

20 P1700050AA SEALING RING, VALVE 6 
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21 P1100101AA VALVE SEAT 6 

22 P2000991AA PLUG 3 

23 P9000019AA SPRING, SUCTION VALVE 3 

24 P1700079AA SEALING SLEEVE 2 

25 P1700078AA O RING 4 

26 P1100191AA SUPPORTING RING 4 

27 K4136001AA 
FEMALE, DISCHARGING 

PORT 
2 

28 P0201228AA DISCHARGING FLANGE 2 
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PG05 power end is welded of high-strength steel, crankshaft is eccentric wheel 

which is easy to machine. There is oil hole in the main shaft center for 

lubricating main shaft bearings and connecting insert. Connecting insert is 

machined of special forging aluminum alloy.  The power end is of double 

circular arc gear transmission. It has a high strength and can run smoothly. 
 
The fluid end moves the medium, such as slurry, fracturing fluid, etc, by the 

power from power. The fluid end consists of cylinder block, valve assembly, 

valve spring, plunger and packing, etc. The pump head body is forged wholly 

of alloy steel. It is small and light. The plunger in fluid end is machined of mild 

steel, with anti-wear alloy on the surface so as to avoid wear and erosion. The 

common textile rubber, buna, or leak-proof sealing packing can be chosen for 

the packing in fluid end. The suction valve and discharge valve assembly are 

the same so as to maintaining easily. 

 

II. Technical parameters 

2.1 Power end: 

 Max. input power (KW): 265 

 Max. input torque (N.m): 8356 

 Max. rotating speed of pinion shaft: 1416r/min 

 Gear transmission ratio: 4.32 

 Eccentricity of main shaft: 63.5 

 Max. stroke times: 350/min 

 

2.2 Fluid end 

 Max. water power（KW）: 225(300hp) 

 Stroke (mm): 127(5”) 
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Work characteristics: 

Model Plunger 

diameter 

(mm) 

Max. 

pressure 

(Mpa) 

 Theoretical 

displacement  

(L) 

Max. 

stroke 

times 

TH 127 40 1690 350 

TL 114.3 50 1340 350 

TM 101.6 70 1080 350 

TG 95.25 70 920 350 
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Section II Pump startup 

 Check the oil level of power end and lube level of fluid end packing. 

 Check the lubrication system of fluid end to see that it can work normally. 

(Refer to lubrication system of fluid end). 

 Check tightness of plunger at the fluid end. 

 Check the power end oil pressure while the pump is running. At 1000 rpm 

pump pinion speed the pressure should be approximately 0.35MPa for cooling 

oil and 0.28 Mpa for hot oil (370C or above).  
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Section III Pump shutdown 

 After working, wash the discharging manifold with fresh water until water is 

clear. 

 Do not loosen fluid end packing nut and packing during above operation. 

 Remove the plug of suction pipe and flush out the header with water. If the 

weather is cold, drain water from the suction and discharge valves by fanning 

the pump and pry up on the suction valve after pump is shutdown. 

 Check the crosshead seals for leakage. If it leaks, please replace it.  
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Section IV Periodic routine maintenance of plunger pump 

Maintenance period

（month） 

 6  12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54

Running hours 100 300  600  900  1200  

Power end          

Change oil  X  X  X  X  

Wash the lubrication 

pump 

   X  X  X  

Replace hoses      X  X  

Wash filter X X X X X X X X X 

Check the pressure 

regulating valve 

   X  X  X  

Check to see that 

there is cement 

inside the pump or 

not. 

X X X X X X X X X 

Replace oil seal of 

cross head. 

 X  X  X  X  

Check the cross 

head for rust. 

 X  X  X  X  

  

Fluid end          

Check surface of 

plunger 

X X X X X X X X X 

Check and repair 

the distribution valve 

piece 

   X  X  X  

Wash the check    X  X  X  
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valve 

Wash the lube tank    X  X  X  

Replace regulator      X  X  

Check packing of 

fluid end 

X X X X X X X X X 

Check valves and 

seats. 

X X X X X X X X X 
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Section V Trouble symptoms 

Observation Probable source Recommended remedies 

Crosshead seal 

leakage 

The sealing ring is 

loosened from the seat or 

worn. 

The sealing ring is worn by 

the corroded or rough 

crosshead rod. 

Wash seal seat ring. 

 

 

Install new sealing ring and 

install sleeve or wear metal 

layer at the end of crosshead 

rod.  

Knock in 

plunger pump   

Damaged the fluid end 

valve or spring. Cement on 

the power end. 

The keyway is enlarged 

under overload and the 

eccentric wheel is 

loosened.  

Replace spring and check 

valve. 

 

Replace main shaft, eccentric 

wheel and liner of connection 

rod through repair. 

 

Cement in 

power end  

Leakage or spray of 

cement past fluid end 

packing into the enclosure 

box and past the 

crosshead seal into the 

power end 

Remove cement, wash with 

water, and fill with diesel fuel 

(Circulate 15 min. And drain), 

repeat with fresh diesel fuel, 

replace fluid end packing, 

crosshead seals, lubricate filter 

element, connecting rod 

inserts. Fill with clean oil. 

Oil in water 

(milky 

appearance) 

Water from condensation 

or leakage 

Change and wash the filter. 

 Worn valve and valve Replace valve and valve 
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Pump doesn’t 

run smoothly. 

sealing ring. 

Worn valve seat 

Broken valve spring 

Pumping fluid cavitations 

 

 

Foreign matter enters the 

valve gate   

sealing ring. 

Check it with valve seat gauge.

Replace spring. 

Pump speed too fast or suction 

line plugged or low water 

suction level. 

Remove foreign matter 

 

Packing service 

life is short. 

Clogged lubricator line. 

 

Reduced plunger surface 

roughness. 

Improper installation. 

 

Worn packing bore  

Wash and maintain parts of 

lubrication system. 

Replace plungers 

 

See installation instructions of 

packing. 

Replace fluid end if worn 

grooves more than 0.4mm 

deep. 

Packing is 

smoking 

Lube shortage 

Clogged lubrication line 

 

Packing nut too tight 

Check lube tank. 

Wash and maintain parts of 

lubrication system.  

See installation instructions of 

packing. 

Packing 

leakage. 

Packing is worn or too 

loose. 

 

Plunger is worn. 

Tight the packing as per 

installation instructions or 

replace packing. 

Replace plunger. 

Filling water is 

difficult when 

Valve is warped. 

The valve spring is broken.

Check and adjust the valve 

straight. 
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pump starting 

up. 

Change spring. 

Discharging 

port leakage. 

O ring on the seal sleeve 

is worn. 

The discharging port is 

corrosion. 

Change o ring. 

 

Change fluid end. 
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Section VI. Packing installation of plunger pump 

Remove plungers, packing nuts, copper ring and packing from bores that are 

to be repacked. Use wooden mallet handle or suitable puller to remove copper 

ring and packing. Never use any type of metal bar. Keep plungers, copper ring, 

packing, etc. separately and in the order they are removed. In this way if a 

problem is observed you will be able to identify the bore from which they were 

removed. 

 

Observe the packing bores at this time and if there is sand, cement or other 

abrasive material, clean this out with a water hose, steamer or some type 

pressure washing equipment. This is usually sufficient on fracturing pumps. On 

cement pumps it will be NECESSARY to use a scraper to remove cement that 

has built up around the outside of packing and copper ring. It is absolutely 

NECESSARY to have bores free of all debris before reassembling as the 

clearance between copper ring and bore is only 0.051~0.102mm. 

 

Before reassembling pump, all spare parts should be thoroughly cleaned and 

inspected for any damage. 

 

If there is evidence that plunger has been rubbing copper ring, or if any 

discoloration exists indicating that copper ring has been hot, it should be 

discarded, if any of these conditions are present it can be assumed that copper 

ring is too small or out of round. The clearance between plunger and copper 

ring I.D. should always be 0.23-0.28mm. Copper rings which are warped more 

than 0.127mm should be discarded. 

 

All new and used copper rings should be checked for minor nicks and 

scratches. These may be removed with fine emery cloth or sandpaper. Never 
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use a file. 

 

Insert the packing seat ring into the bore of pump with a rotating motion, if 

stuck, tap gently with a wood hammer handle until it becomes free. Do not 

knock it heavily or force it into the bore or it will affect fitness.  

 

Install the first ring of double stack packing on the packing seat ring. Do not 

soak packing in oil, it must be installed dry. 

 

Next install the packing pacer with the same method as the packing seat ring 

was installed. Do not force if it becomes stuck. 

 

Install second ring of double stack packing exactly as the first ring was 

installed. 

 

Insert the packing press ring behind this ring in the same method. 

 

Install the guiding sleeve, seal liner and tighten the packing nut with hand. 

 

Inspect the connection internal threads and surface of plunger for cracks and 

wear. If it has cracks or worn badly, replace new plunger.  

 

Plungers should be replaced if the plunger’s surface has any deep nicks or 

scratches. These may be removed with fine emery cloth or sandpaper. Never 

use a file. 

 

With oil soaked shop towel, thoroughly oil inside of packing and brass. Coat 

plunger with oil and install in pump bore. Tighten the plunger. 
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After all packing and plungers are installed; tighten all packing nuts as tight as 

possible with a special wrench. During tightening, start the pump to rotate 

slowly, make sure that all plungers are lubricated. Continue to tighten packing 

with pump turning over until packing nut cannot be tightened. This will usually 

take 20 to 30 minutes. It extremely important that pump is turning while 

packing is being tightened. 

 

The following drawing will show the proper arrangement of packing and copper 

ring. 

 
4" and4.5" Plunger seal and packing assembly 
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ITEM NO. PART NO. DESCRIPTION QTY 

 G04050500006AA
LEAK-PROOF PACKING 

SEAL ASSEMBLY 
 

1 P1400159AA SEALING RING 5" 1 

2 P1700158AA SEALING RING 5" 1 

3 P1700159AA O RING 1 

4 P1700160AA O RING 1 

5 P1400160AA GUIDING RING 5" 1 

6 P1400161AA 
PRESSURE DISC, PACKING 

5" 
1 

7 P1700161AA TEXITILE PACKING 5" 2 

8 P1700162AA PACKING 5" 1 

9 P1400162AA PACKING SEAT RING 5" 1 
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Section VII Valves and seats 

 All suction and discharge valves are interchangeable parts. 

 At least every half year (or 100 h) check cracks and wear on the valve and 

valve seat. 

 Special valve puller is used to dismount the valve seat. 

 Check interface of valve seat hole in coloration. If coloration is less than 

75%, it means that seat hole had a wear (or corrosion), can't be used again. 

 Install valve seat. Put valve seat in the hole (without any lubricant). Place 

an old valve (without seal ring) in the valve seat. Knock on the valve center 

with a steel bar to have the valve seat into the hole. Remove the valve, install 

the other accessories, and fix the valve seat by pump pressure.  
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Section VIII. Check and repair the power end 

I. Dismantle the power end and check 

1. To remove the main shaft 

1.1 Drain the oil in the pump out, remove the rear cover and observe the 

direction of left and right gear (left-handed rotation) so as to install properly. 

(Refer to Figure 1.1-1 and figure 1.1-2). 

 

Figure 1.1-1 

 
Figure 1.1-2 
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1.2 Dismantle the cotter pin and nut of connection rod (torque 276-345N.m). 

Remove the slip of connection rod shaft, and tag them, then place in the 

corresponding position, so as to avoid confusion.（refer to figure 1.2-1, figure 

1.2-2）. Remove the connecting insert and gasket. Remove the main shaft end 

cover (pay attention on the sealing ring on end cover). Remove the main shaft 

connecting flange (refer to figure1.2-3). Remove the main bearing cover nut, 

and take off main bearing cover by crow bar, then put two nuts on lower bolt so 

as to prevent main shaft from being rolling down. Tie hoisting chain, and take 

off gear from base by crown bar, then lift out of pump. (Refer to figure1.2-4). 

 

Figure 1.2-1 
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Figure 1.2-2 

 
Figure 1.2-3 
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Figure 1.2-4 

1.3 Lift the connection rod assembly out. (Refer to Figure 1.3-1) 

 

Figure 1.3-1 

1.4 Dismantle the spare parts of main shaft 

Install lifting ring on main shaft end. Put main shaft assembly on pressure unit. 

Place a base plate under gear. Place a wood plate under main shaft so as to 

pick up at falling. Press the gear out from shaft. (The normal pressure should 
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be less than 20 ton). Dismantle gear key, hoist main shaft, press the first 

eccentric wheel out (include bearing and spacer). (Refer to 1.4-1) Turn around 

main shaft. Install lifting ring on the other end. 

Insert iron bar into pressure unit base so as to prevent main shaft from being 

falling after dismantling gear. Press gear, then dismantle gear key. (refer 

to1.4-1, 1.4-2) 

 
Figure 1.4-1 

 
Figure 1.4-2 
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Shift main shaft up. Press eccentric wheel out. At the same time, press bearing 

and spacer.（the above required pressure are usually less than 20 ton.）. 

Dismantle eccentric wheel key. Insert iron bar into base so as to prevent main 

shaft from being falling. Press middle eccentric wheel and bearing, and spacer 

out. (The required pressure should be 20-40 ton). Notice: check whether it is 

cut when dismantle eccentric wheel. Then turn around main shaft, knock key 

out, and clamp main shaft by back plate. Press the last bearing and sleeve out. 

(The required pressure should be 20-40 ton). Check gear and bearing so as to 

refit. The checking procedure is as following:  

 Check main shaft gear. The hole diameter should be Φ 0
025.06.101 − . The width 

of key groove is 0
051.04.25 − . If it exceeds the range, the gear should be discarded 

as useless. Check gear, and if there is continuous pitting erosion, and extend 

to the full length of gear pitch line, the gear cannot be used again. While, if 

there is no or a little pitting erosion on the other face, the other face can be 

used. But the metal bur must be removed. 

 Ball bearing and rolling bearing: Bearing should rotate flexibly. Rolling 

body should not drop. No pit corrosion black spot scratch and fading 

phenomena as heating are shown on bearing.（Refer to figure 1.4-3） 

 

Figure 1.4-3 
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 Eccentric wheel: It cannot reuse if inner hole is damaged. 

 Main shaft: Stop using if main shaft is damaged. 
2. Cross head 
Take off the fixing bolt on the crosshead end. Use a copper bar beat crosshead 

pin out. The crosshead and pin should be tagged. Refer to figure 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-1 

The measured inner diameter of crosshead pin shaft is Φ 010.0
07.85 + . Its cylindricity is not 

more than 0.008. (Refer to figure 2-1). After regrinding, the outer diameter of crosshead 

should not less than Φ171.018. The little diameter should less than Φ76.05。(Refer to 2-2, 

refer to 2-3) 

 

Figure 2-2 
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Figure 2-3 

If there is any spot corrosion on the small end, and cause some oil sealing 

worn, we can fix it by using a liner or enlarging the oil sealing. Clean the screw 

thread and check whether there is any flaw. (If you have any question, please 

check it with the stain penetrating way.) 

3. Connecting Rod 

3.1 Equip the marked counter-part connect rod, gasket, connect rod cover well, 

and twist the connect rod nut with a 276-346N.m moment, and check the 

connect rod hole whether there is any burr flaw, and its aperture is 

Φ301.630
+0.025, the small hole brass liner inner diameter is Φ85.80

+0.025, and the 

brass liner should not change its color after heating, and keep the lubricant 

hole and the connect rod oil-hole at the same height. 

 

Figure 3-1 
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3.2 Connect rod pin 

The outer diameter of the connect rod pin is Φ85.70
+0.012, and the surface must 

be very glabrous, and should not have any scratch or spot. 

 

3.3 Connect rod insert 

The connect rod insert is a kind of special found alloy, and the liner should be 

used in geminately, if there is any flaw or bad scratches on the liner, you can 

not use it any more. If a half of the liner have some slight abrasion, and then 

equip it on the connect rod in turn, and equip the part in good condition to the 

load side. If needs change, in geminately. 

 

4. Tension rod 

Clean the tension rod and screw thread with the die and the screw tap, if there 

is any flaw, please change it. 
 
5 Pinion and shaft 

Unload the pinion bearing cover, and take out the old oil seal in the bearing 

cover, and check the bearing in the bearing cover. The roller in the bearing 

should not have any spot on it, or the color should not change after heating, 

and the roller should in the right place and will not fall out. (Refer to the figure 

5-1)Pry the nut lock sheet, unload the block nut, heating bearing inner race 60 

seconds while turning, then unload the bearing inner race and spacer, and pull 

out the pinion. Unload the accessories on the other side in the same way. The 

bearing inner race and outer race should be marked, for fear confusing when 

reloading. Check the gear teeth, if there is no flaw, keep using them. If there is 

just some slight corrosive pitting on one side, it can be used just change to the 

other side (Refer to the figure 5-2). Install the bearing remover to unload the 

bearing from the pump case. Check the pinion shaft’s key way width and 

sealing surface diameter of both ends. If the key way width is too wide (the 
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width of the key way is 15.70
-0.03), processing a key which 0-0.051 wider than it, 

and the diameter of the sealing surface is Φ75+0.020
+0.039, if the abrasion 

numerical value is lager than it, recover it by surface chromeplate.  

After unloading all the accessories, clean the pump housing. 

 
Figure 5-1 

 
Figure 5-2 

II. Assembling the power end 

1. Assemble all the accessories listed in the accessories catalog 

Clean all the accessories, make sure that the junction plane is clean, no closed 

angle, burr, smear metal, rusty spot, and stain. 

Before assembling the main shaft, heat the main shaft and eccentric wheel for 

at least 4 hours at the temperature of 120℃. 
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Before assembling the bearing, heat the bearing race for at least 1 hour at the 

temperature of 120℃. 

The heat resource (the oil groove and heating furnace) should within 6M of the 

assembly area. 

2. Installation of main shaft assembly: 

Measure the key way width of middle eccentric wheel, equip with an 

appropriate key, to make sure that there is a shrink range of 0.025. Strike it into 

the middle key way, and lubricate it to equip the eccentric wheel. 

Hoist the main shaft into the sleeve, then align the groove in the sleeve with 

the key of the main shaft, put the heated middle eccentric wheel into the shaft, 

strike the eccentric wheel with a brass bar to touch the sleeve.(See the figure 

2-1 and figure 2-2). 

 
Figure 2-1 
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Figure 2-2 

Insert a slim stick to the oil gap of the eccentric wheel, then fix the gasket and 

the inner axletree gasket that has been heated up to the main shaft, and fix the 

outer gasket after about 2~3 min refrigeration of the inner axletree 

gasket.(Refer to figure 2-3) 

 
Figure 2-3 
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Install the identical eccentric wheel to the main shaft, then fix the distance 

sleeve, lubricate the shaft journal and the key, then insert the second eccentric 

wheel into the main shaft, strike the eccentric wheel with a brass bar to touch 

the sleeve.(Refer to figure 2-4). 

 
Figure 2-4 

Use a slim stick to test whether the oil gap could dock with the oil gap of main 

shaft. Fix the gasket and the inner axletree gasket that has been heated up to 

the main shaft,. Then fix the outer gasket after about 2~3 min refrigeration. 

Now you can fix the thrust washer (caution: the flat side should face to the 

roller axle.) then fix the heated thrust bearing (see figure 2-5). 
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Figure 2-5 

Bottom the main shaft up, . Fix the gasket and the inner axletree gasket that 

has been heated up to the main shaft, Then fix the outer gasket after about 

2~3 min refrigeration, and fix the third eccentric wheel key after fixing the 

gaskets ,fix the third eccentric wheel to the main shaft(see figure2-6). After 

assemble up, check the closeness of all separating sheaths and gaskets. 

 

Figure 2-6 
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3 Install gear: 

Before equipping, cool the axle to room temperature, then fix the gear key, 

suspend the main shaft, set the cushion on the face of the gear. The distance 

between two pads should be fixed to let the main shaft passing though. File the 

burr of the end of the main shaft, and lubricate the shaft journal and the key. 

Set the gear that has been heated up on the worktable, set the pad at the end 

of the axis, strike the main shaft lightly to make it though the hole of the fear, 

then force the axis fixed into the hole of the gear.(caution: during fixing, if there 

is any drop of metal, it should be removed under the condition of shutting 

down. ) The proper pressure is 20T. Check the distance between gears to 

ensure they are equal (normally they are equal). And make sure the fix 

directions of the left and right gear are accurate. (See figure3-1). 

 

Figure 3-1 

4. Install main shaft assembly 

Observe the turning direction of the gear in figure 4-1. Make sure the direction 

coherent with what the map requires. When fix the main shaft and the bearing 

cap (the mark of matching the axis cap and the pump case), use the sleeve 
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wrench to nut the screw at proper tight. Secure the dual indicator onto the 

bump case, make sure the contact of the head of the indicator and the front 

transmission gear, ensure that the max bounce quantum is 0.38(two ends 

should be measured), once the bounce quantum is above0.38, unload the 

main shaft assembly and depart the gear from it. Then eliminate burr and 

metal in the hole of the gear and around the main shaft key, heat the gear up to 

121℃. Lubricate the head of axis and the key, inset the gear to the main shaft 

with proper pressure, follow the same steps to fix the other gear, finally check 

the bounce quantum with the dual indicator (see figure 4-1,4-2) 

 
Figure 4-1 

 

Figure 4-2 
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5. The installation of connecting rod and crosshead  

Insert the connect rod into the crosshead, keep the hole upward,  and inject 

some lubricant, and equip the connect rod pin, then align the groove on the pin 

with the hole in the crosshead, smear the adhesive agent and antirust on the 

lock pin, tighten the lock pin at 67N.m. (Refer to figure 5-1). 

Unload the main shaft  assembly, use sling to fix the connecting rod- 

crosshead into the pump, ensure the oil hole of the small end of the connect 

rod is upward. Unload and mark the connect rod nut and the cover, then follow 

the installation steps of fixing the connect rod and the liner after finishing the 

main shaft assembly. 

 
Figure 5-1 

6. Connecting rod insert 

a) Smear the oil film to the both side of the liner, equip the connect rod body 

and liner-cover separately. (See figure6-1). 

b) The gap between the connect rod liner and eccentric wheel: when equipping 

the connect rod cover, to make the mark matched the mark of the connect rod, 

and the gasket mark match the connect rod mark. Then wind the liner with a 

welding wire of Φ1.5mm, and twist the connect rod nut with a 270-340N.m 

moment, and then unload the nut and connect rod, and take out the welding 

wire, measure the depth of the welding wire, according to the data, to get a 
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0.64-.0.76mm gap by selecting a brass gasket.(See figure6-2) 

Install the gasket well, and then equip the connect rod and nut, and twist the 

connect rod nut with a 270-340N.m moment, and equip the cotter pin then 

bend it, and screw 8 nuts of the main shaft cover, with a 1380N.m moment, 

and equip the cotter pin then bend it. 

 
Figure 6-1 

 
Figure 6-2 

7. Main shaft cover and lubricant cover 

Install the connecting flange on the both ends of main shaft, equip a new oil 

seal and a new gasket on the lubricant cover, make sure the oil hole is upward. 

(See figure 7-1). 
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Figure 7-1 

8. Installation of pinion  

Pay attention to following item before installation: 

a) Be careful not to be burn yourself when using heated accessories; 

b) Grind and choose the optional key, make sure the gap between key and 

truckle key way within 0.025-0.046mm, the shrink range between the pinion 

shaft key way and key around 0.015-0.025mm. 

c) The main shaft should be fastened with a set moment while equipping the 

pinion shaft. 

Equip the bearing of the both ends well, install the pinion shaft inner race into 

the bump case, install the pinion and make both gear are parallel. Put aΦ2mm 

lead wire onto the LH gear and RH gear flank, turn the gears then measure the 

depth of lead wire, the gap between flanks should around 0.25-0.35mm. Equip 

the gear gasket, then equip the heated bearing and screw the nut quickly, to 

make the bearing inner race at the right place, and make sure the gasket is 

tight enough, then unload the locknut, then equip the tab, screw the locknut, 

don’t too tight. If it is necessary, just loose it a little so as to bend thrust gasket 

and insert into the gap of locking nut. 

Heat the pinion bearing cap to 121℃. Then install bearing, and paint fluid 

sealing grease in hole. At last, install two new sealing rings. (Pay attention on 
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the direction of sealing ring.) Paint engine oil on the inner loop of bearing and 

the sealing surface of axle. Install sealing gasket and bearing base. If oil 

sealing necks out, it can be pushed into pump by clearance gauge. 

 

9. Stud bolt and pump housing cover 

Check the stud bolt on pump housing. If it is damaged, replace it in time. Install 

sealing gasket and pump housing cover after replacing bolts. (Paint oil on the 

two surfaces of the sealing gasket). Then install cover of sight hole, then install 

air exhaust plug. 
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Section IX Check and repair the fluid end 

1. The slurry should be removed completely from fluid end after disassembly. 

Clean inner and outer surface by steam for checking.   

2. Check fluid end 

Check the cylinder block: 

Model  Checking 
items 

Instrument  The dimension 
of new parts 

Max. 
value 

3－3/4” 
 
4－1/2” 
 
 
5” 
 

Packing hole 
 
 
 
 
 
Plug hole 
 
Discharging 
hole 

Inner diameter 
measuring gauge 

Φ 051.0
065.120 +  

Φ 051.0
07.139 +  

Φ 051.0
04.152 +  

Φ 051.04.133 ±  

Φ 051.04.79 ±  

+0.39 
 
 
 
 
 
+0.177
 
+0.15 

 
Check screw thread: 

 Check the crew thread of inlet, outlet, and gland after every disassembling. 

 Pay attention on screw thread crack.  

 If there is any crack in the first screw or the last screw, but not exceed the 

half of the screw, it can be abraded.  

 If the crack of screw thread exceeds half of a circle, fluid end should be 

transferred to special factory for repairing and being equipped with big gland.  

The damage of screw thread is accident potential which should be repaired in 

time. Otherwise the crack will be damaged further and result in major accident. 

3 Install fluid end 

Check and install plunger and packing according the above installation 

method.  

Install the other spare parts according to sequence contrary to dismantling. 

Connect power end and fluid end. Screw down 8 nuts by the torque of 1380 

N.m. Then connect plunger with crosshead.  
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Section X. Lubrication of power end 

Plunger pump housing is the lubricating oil sump of the power end, which can 

pump lubricating oil from oil sump. Oil flows into main shaft (1) and crosshead 

wrist through filter tube. Lubricant into main shaft lubricates rolling bearing and 

sliding bearing of connecting rod through every oil hole of main shaft. Gear of 

power end is lubricated with splash oil. (2) Returns to oil sump through another 

oil return pipe. Emergency bypass pipeline is installed in front of filter. When 

filter is blocked up, lubricant flows into main shaft and crosshead wrist through 

a relief valve (pressure rated as 0.5Mpa) of bypass pipeline to ensure 

lubrication of power end. The system is equipped with a manometer, used for 

observing lubricant pressure during pump running. Pressure of cold oil is about 

0.35Mpa, while that of hot oil is not less than 0.1Mpa. Lubricant flow is 55-75L/ 

min. Lubricant shall be clean and changed at a required period. Check pipeline 

and joints regularly.   

Lubricant of power end: 

In cold area: in summer use 18# hyperbolic gear oil, in winter use 13# 

hyperbolic gear oil. In the other area use 18# hyperbolic gear oil.   
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Section XI Lubrication of fluid end 

Including 2 types:  

1. Pneumatic oil pump lubrication 

The system presses lubricant into distributing valve by compressing air to drive 

oil pump and then distributes to all lubrication points. Lubricant pressure can 

be regulated by pressure relief valve and chock valve in front of pneumatic oil 

pump. Under normal conditions, regulate pressure of pressure relief valve to 

0.5Mpa, then control lubricant flow by regulating chock valve. During 

regulation oil mass at every lubrication point shall be 30mL/min. Lubricant tank 

is equipped with oil dipstick for check oil mass of lubricant.  

Advantage of the system: distribute evenly oil mass, easy to find failure (if no 

lubrication at one point, the whole system will stop running. ) 

Disadvantage: complex structure, inconvenient for maintenance, high cost.  

2. Air pressure type lubricating 

The system presses lubricants in high pressure tank to each lubricating point 

by compressed air and the switch of lubricating oil is controlled by the 

disconnecting switch on the control tank. The amount of lubricant can be 

regulated by the pressure reducing valve and choke valve before pneumatic 

pump. At normal conditions, adjust the pressure of reducing valve to 0.5Mpa 

and then control the lubricating flow by choke valve. When adjusting, should 

ensure that flow of each lubricating point is 30mL/min. 

The advantage of the system is simple structure, handy maintenance and low 

cost. The disadvantage is not easy to finding the faults. (For example: it is 

difficult to find no lubricating oil for individual point.) 

Choose 13# hyperbola extreme pressure oil or 14# thickening diesel machine 

oil for fluid lubricating. 

Lubrication diagram of fluid end and power end  
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ITEM NO. PART NO. DESCRIPTION QTY

 G04060000003AA)
Lubrication lines of SJ300 

pump assembly 
 

1 4700650216 
135°ELBOW NPT3/4-1 

3/16X12UNF 
2 

2 QBJ10010602 NPT3/4-NPT1/4 SUB 1 

3 QBJ11010228 SUB NPT1/4 8 

4 5402700008 SHORK ABSORBER 1 

5 3800250008 PRESSURE GAUGE  100Psi 1 

6 P1200055AA CROSS NPT1/4 1 

7 1101051141 HOSE ASSEMBLY L=1000 1 

8 QBJ6140202 ELBOW NPT1/4 3 

9 4900300005 CHECK VALVE 3 

10 4700650218 FITTING NPT1/4-9/16X18UNF 3 

11 1101051148 HOSE ASSEMBLY L=770 1 

12 1101051197 HOSE ASSEMBLY L=590 1 

13 1101051146 HOSE ASSEMBLY L=390 1 

14 4700650176 FITTING NPT1/8-9/16X18UNF 5 

15 4900350050 DISTRIBUTION VALVE 1 

16 P2201342AA BOLT 1/4-20UNCX40 4 

17 P1200939AA NUT 1/4" 6 

18 QBJ6140808 ELBOW NPT1 1 

19 QBJ10010806 BUSHING NPT1-NPT3/4 3 

20 QBJ11010840 SUB NPT1 3 

21 QBJ90108 CROSS NPT1 2 

22 4700650217 
135°ELBOW NPT1-1 

5/8X12UNF 
1 

23 QBJ11010680 SUB NPT3/4X80 1 
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24 P5200222AA PIPE CLAMP 1 

25 QBJ11010675 SUB NPT3/4X75 1 

26 P9810034AA ANGLE STEEL PLATE 1 

27 4313400006 WASHER 6 6 

28 P1300085AA FITTING M27X2-NPT3/4 1 

29 5400200028 FILTER 1 

30 P4100023AA FITTING M27X2-NPT1 1 

31 4700650215 FITTING NPT1-1 5/8X12UNF 2 

32 QBJ806080808 TEE NPT1 2 

33 1101051198 HOSE ASSEMBLY L=2300 1 

34 1101051199 HOSE ASSEMBLY L=800 2 

35 G09050000002AA OVERFLOW VALVE 2 

36 QBJ10011008 BUSHING NPT1 1/4-NPT1 1 

37 1101051140 HOSE ASSEMBLY L=300 4 

38 QBJ120112 SCREW PLUG NPT1 1/2 2 

39 QBJ806020202 NPT1/4 TEE 1 

40 QBJ11010250 NPT1/4 SUB 1 

41 4700650219 FITTING NPT1/4-9/16X18UNF 5 
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